1) When I hear the word “Evangelization” what words or images first come to my mind?

2a) How does catechesis in your program help learners:
   - Come to know Jesus?
   - Deepen their relationship with him?
   - Become disciples?

2b) How is evangelization the foundational concept by which all pastoral activity is being shaped and formed?

3) Where do you see yourself in these areas? Does one stand out to you more than the others?
   - Faith Seeking Knowledge – *I believe in order to understand*
   - Knowledge Seeking Faith – *I understand in order to believe*
   - I Know Christ/I Know About Christ

4) How can your catechetical program accomplish these *Goals of the New Evangelization*? Be specific.
   - Call to Holiness
   - Creating Communion
   - Manifesting the Kingdom